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Why is the Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary Unique?

The Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary stands out from other math

dictionaries due to its visually appealing illustrations and easy-to-understand

explanations. Each mathematical concept is accompanied by colorful images that

make it easier for children to grasp and remember the definitions. This dictionary

covers a wide range of topics, including addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division, fractions, measurement, geometry, and many more.

Engaging Learning Experience

The creators of the Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary understand that

traditional methods of learning math can be tedious and overwhelming for

children. That's why they have specifically designed this dictionary to provide an

interactive and enjoyable learning experience.
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1. Clear and Concise Definitions

Every mathematical term in the dictionary is explained in a clear and concise

manner, using language that is easily understandable for young learners. The
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definitions are written in a way that encourages readers to think about the concept

and how it can be applied in real-life situations.

2. Fun Exercises and Activities

To further enhance the learning process, the Oxford First Illustrated Maths

Dictionary includes fun exercises and activities that allow children to apply their

newfound knowledge. These activities provide a practical understanding of

mathematical concepts and make learning math an interactive and enjoyable

experience.

Improving Mathematical Confidence

The Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary is not just about definitions and

explanations; it also aims to build children's confidence in their mathematical

abilities.

1. Useful Tips and Tricks

Throughout the dictionary, children will find useful tips and tricks to solve math

problems efficiently. These strategies not only help them understand the concepts

better but also provide them with practical techniques to approach and solve

mathematical equations and puzzles.

2. Real-Life Examples

The dictionary uses real-life examples, such as grocery shopping or measuring

ingredients for a recipe, to illustrate how mathematical concepts are used in

everyday life. This approach helps children realize the relevance and practicality

of maths, making it easier for them to connect with and apply what they have

learned.

Parents and Teachers Support



The Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary is an excellent resource for both

parents and teachers to support their children's mathematical learning.

1. Clear Communication

Parents and teachers often struggle to explain complex mathematical concepts to

young children. With the Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary, clear

communication becomes easier as they can rely on the simple and precise

definitions provided in the dictionary.

2.Supplementary Material

Oxford University Press has also developed supplementary material, including

worksheets and teaching guides, to accompany the Oxford First Illustrated Maths

Dictionary. These additional resources help parents and educators reinforce the

concepts covered in the dictionary and provide further practice opportunities for

children to build their skills.

In

The Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary is a valuable tool that introduces

children to the world of mathematics in an engaging and accessible way. With its

visually appealing illustrations, clear definitions, and practical examples, this

dictionary is an essential resource for children aged 7 to 11 to develop a strong

foundation in mathematics. By making math fun and relatable, it opens up a

whole new world of possibilities and encourages children to embrace the exciting

challenges of the subject.
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Screen Reader : Supported
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The Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary supports the curriculum and gives

your child a head start in understanding first maths concepts. Organised

alphabetically, this dictionary gives simple and clear meanings for over 300 maths

words and concepts, from 'add' to 'zero'. Each entry is illustrated with child-

friendly artwork plus diagrams, including some Numicon shapes and figures, to

explain, add meaning, and support the definition. Expertly-levelled supplementary

material in an illustrated section at the back lists the everyday vocabulary children

will come across in their maths lessons - topics included are days of the week,

months of the year, numbers, and apparatus used in class. It is the perfect

companion to theOxford First Illustrated ScienceDictionary.

Unlock the Power of Workplace Success with
Mastering Workplace Skills Math
Fundamentals!
Have you ever wondered how to excel in the workplace? One crucial skill

that often goes unnoticed is mastering workplace skills math

fundamentals. Whether you're a recent...
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Unlocking the Untold Secrets: Unveiling the
Original Papers of the Theory of Relativity!
: The Fascinating World of Relativity Theory When it comes to

groundbreaking scientific theories, few can rival the impact and

significance of the Theory of Relativity....

Discover How Dielectric Metamaterials and
Metasurfaces are Revolutionizing
Transformation Optics and Beyond!
Transformation optics has opened up exciting possibilities in the field of

optics by allowing scientists to manipulate and control the behavior of

light in unconventional...

Unlocking the Secrets of the Universe: The
Mind-Blowing Meaning of Relativity by
Albert Einstein
Albert Einstein, the legendary physicist, revolutionized our understanding

of the cosmos with his groundbreaking theory of relativity. This theory

offered unprecedented...

Analysis Algorithms And Applications: A
Comprehensive Guide for Researchers and
Professionals
Have you ever wondered how analysis algorithms impact various

applications in our daily lives? In this comprehensive guide, we will delve

into the world of analysis...
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Discover How Materials Modelling Using
Density Functional Theory is Transforming
Scientific Research
In the realm of scientific research, understanding the properties and

behavior of materials is crucial for developing new technologies,

improving existing ones, and...

The Mindblowing Theory of Relativity -
Unveiling Albert Einstein's Revolutionary
Insights
Albert Einstein, the renowned physicist and mathematician, forever

changed the way we perceive the universe with his groundbreaking

theory of relativity. This theory, known...

An Unseen Glimpse into the Microscopic
World: The Collected Letters Of Antoni Van
Leeuwenhoek Volume 14
Antoni van Leeuwenhoek, a Dutch scientist known as the "Father of

Microbiology," made groundbreaking discoveries in the 17th century. His

countless letters to fellow...
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